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A typical suite of water power tools used in 
mines is shown in figure 1. These tools 
are energised by a power pack, i.e a 
pump unit that generates pressure, which 

supplies high-pressure water to a small-bore pipe 
distribution network of hydraulic hoses. 

Different solutions to oil hydraulics
A different design approach has made this possible. 
This alternative design approach avoids supporting 
loads on thin hydrodynamic films, avoids metal-
on-metal sliding counter-surfaces and avoids small 
clearance gaps. Essentially, this means applying 
different tribological solutions to those used in 
conventional oil hydraulics.

While water is in many ways, a ‘darling fluid’, be-
ing well-understood, inexpensive, readily available, 
non-toxic, non-flammable, non-contaminating, 
having a high bulk modulus and low air solubility, 

it also has some ‘not so favourable traits’ which 
need to be managed.

Water has a low viscosity and poor lubricity. Hy-
drodynamic films are correspondingly thinner, and 
less able to support loads compared with oil films. 
It also cavitates more easily than oil, freezes and 
boils within a relatively narrow temperature range 
and fast moving jets can erode steel surfaces. 
Furthermore, it corrodes carbon steel and cast iron.

What makes water-hydraulics possible?
The design approaches that have made water-
hydraulics possible include supporting loads on 
polymer-on-steel counter-surfaces, minimising 
erosive energy by reducing fluid velocities in small 
steps and directing fluid jets away from surfaces 
into the body of the fluid, where the energy can be 
harmlessly dissipated. 

In addition, when using water-hydraulics, cavitation 
or the damaging effect of imploding micro vapour 
bubbles when fluid pressures increase needs to be 
controlled by managing flow areas and velocities so 
that Bernoulli pressure changes are limited. Coni-
cal or flat seated poppet valves with large contact 
areas need to be employed instead of sharp-edged 
‘line-contact’ spool valves and stainless steels that 

Dirt-Tolerant, Oil-Free, Water-
Hydraulics
A new approach to water hydraulics has been developed and 

proven in the South African mining industry over the last three 
decades. 

Figure 1 Typical suite of water power tools

TRIBOLOGY

Given that the cost of electrical energy continues to rise 
faster than inflation, energy efficiency is important for 
sustainability of both business and the environment. 
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are corrosion resistant need to used. Lastly, water 
cooling and lubricating elastomeric seals and polymer 
load-supporting bearings that operate under very 
thin film or marginal asperity-contact conditions, 
rather than full-film hydrodynamic lubrication 
conditions are a must.

Importantly, these approaches allow metal-to-metal 
clearances to be increased from the few microns 
common in oil hydraulics, to hundreds of microns in 
this type of water hydraulic equipment. Increasing 
clearances by a factor of 10 or more improves dirt 
tolerance dramatically. 

Dirt particles, in sizes and numbers that would rapidly 
destroy oil hydraulic equipment, can therefore be 
tolerated. While contaminating particles are always 
undesirable, in mine service water they cannot be 
avoided, because it is not practical or cost-effective 
to finely filter the water to the equivalent of oil 
cleanliness standards, the best that can be done 
is to remove the bigger particles (>50 micron).

Best suited for mines 
Unlike water, most oil hydraulic fluids contain many 
additives like anti-oxidants, extreme pressure or 
friction-reducing compounds, viscosity modifiers, 
anti-foaming chemicals and corrosion inhibitors. 

Fire-resistant, oil-water emulsion hydraulic fluids 
are used in coal mines and steelworks, where the 
flammability of conventional oil hydraulic fluids 
precludes the use of conventional oil hydraulic 
fluid. However, the design lineage of these systems 
largely follows that of traditional oil hydraulics and 
is therefore correspondingly more dirt sensitive. 

Both oil-water emulsion and 100% water hydraulic 
systems generally use positive displacement, ce-
ramic plunger, reciprocating pumps. Once again, the 
tribology issues relating to thin film hydrodynamic 
thrust bearings and erosion of sliding plate valves 
reduce the life of conventional gear, or swash plate 
pumps where water is involved.

Water hydraulic systems can be ‘open circuit’ or 
‘partially open circuit’ meaning than none or only 
some of the fluids need be recirculated back to 
the pump inlet. By comparison, virtually all oil 
hydraulic systems are ‘closed loop’. Open systems 
are desirable in mines as water is needed to flush 
out chippings from the hole when drilling and 
to suppress dust. Furthermore, they permit the 
use of jet devices that discharge into the working 
environment. 

High-pressure water can be viewed as an ‘energy 
delivery medium’, like electricity, compressed 
air or pressurized oil. It is well suited to mining, 
especially in narrow and dipping stopes where 
pressure is delivered in pipes from a remote pump 
or pressure source, thereby allowing the prime-
mover to be located away from the confined and 
dirty stope environment. Furthermore, ‘high-voltage 
water’ can deliver significant power in small-bore 
pipes and hoses.

Used in power tools
Water power tools are connected using standard 

staple-lock hydraulic hoses. Combined isolation 
valves and hydraulic fuses protect the system from 
potentially hazardous run-away flows should a hose 
burst. These, like an electrical circuit breaker, trip 
and isolate the supply from the burst in a fraction 
of a second and prevent the uncontrolled release 
of energy. These valves have contributed to the 
good safety record of water hydraulics over the 
last 30 years.

From a tribology and design viewpoint, rotary per-
cussive drills and drifters are the most challenging, 
but after 30 years of development, designs are now 
mature. Typically, water drills are 2 to 3 times more 
powerful than their compressed air counterparts, for 
less weight and more metres drilled between repairs.

Given that the cost of electrical energy continues 
to rise faster than inflation as shown in figure 2, 
energy efficiency is important for sustainability of 
both business and the environment. 

Water hydraulic solutions offer a 10-times or more 
improvement in efficiency compared with compressed 
air and can eliminate the massive leak-driven wast-
age that attends large, continuously pressurized, 
networks of compressed air and mine service water 
pipes. Water hydraulic systems also eliminate the 
contamination of the working environment from 
spent or leaked oil that may occur with conventional 
oil hydraulics.

While water hydraulics is unlikely to replace conven-
tional oil hydraulics, it has a place in applications 
where clean and convenient hydraulic power from 
a single hose or pipe has benefit. 
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While water hydraulics is unlikely to replace 
conventional oil hydraulics, it has a place in applications 
where clean and convenient hydraulic power from a 
single hose or pipe has benefit. 

Figure 2 – Electrical energy costs, Gauteng petrol price and CPI trends


